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ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF WATERJET PROPULSION SYSTEMS
AND A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

by

John H. Brandau

ABSTRACT

Characteristics peculiar to waterjets may make this type
propulsion capable of overcoming some of the problems facing
high-speed marine propulsion. As a basis for judging the
potential of waterjets in relation to other propulsion methods,
a study was conducted to determine the state-of-the-art of
waterjet technology. Available literature was surveyed with
emphasis on: (1) performance criteria and performance data, and
(2) performance evaluation and experimental techniques. A
review of the existing work indicates a general lack of
definitive experimental data. Although the greatest apparent
need is for experimental information on the design of efficient
and cavitation-free high-speed inlets, work is also needed on
light-weight pumps which are capable of sustained high per-
formance under relatively severe conditions. It was also found
in the literature that thrust efficiency was usually confused
with propulsive efficiency. Propulsive efficiency is equivalent
to the product of thrust efficiency and the hull/waterjet
interaction efficiency. Therefore, propulsive efficiency is a
more definitive performance parameter but is inherently more
difficult to obtain. The requirement of separating resistance
and propulsive forces in determining this efficiency leads to
model experiments. A review of model experimental techniques
and facilities shows the capability for carrying out the
necessary experiments.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This literature survey was conducted as part of the In-House Develop-

mental Program of the Naval Ship Research and Development Center and funded

under Subproject S-F013 01 03, Task 11274. The material is very similar to

that in Paper 60-360 of the Advance Marine Vehicles Meeting jointly sponsored

by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the Society of

Naval Architects and Marine Engineers at Norfolk, Virginia, May 22-24, 1967.
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NOTATION

Symbol Quantity Mass Length Time
Dimensions

P - Po
cp pV2

d Diameter L

e Mean roughness height L

E Euler number (V /,/-,,)

Fn Froude number (vI/fi)

g Gravitational acceleration (ft/sec2 ) L/T 2

H Pump head rise (ft) L

He Exit nozzle head (ft) L

Hi Inlet head (ft) L

H1  Absolute pressure head at shaft L

HL Head loss of system (ft) L

H Net positive suction head (npsh) (ft) L
sv

H Static head (ft) L
a
J Advance ratio (V/nd)
KH Head rise coefficient (gH/N 2 d2)

KL System loss coefficient (HL/V 2 /2g)

Kq Torque coefficient (q/N 2 d5 )

KT Thrust coefficient (T/N 2 d4 )

k Jet velocity ratio (Vs/V)

I Length (ft) L

M Mach number (.)
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Symbol Quantity Mass Length Time
Dimensions

N Rpm or rps (rev/sec) l/T

NS Pump specific speed (NQ1/2 (gH)3/4

NVA Jet loss energy (ft-lb) ML 2/T2

NV Additional loss energy (ft-lb) ML 2/T2

Propulsion loss energy (ft-lb) ML2 /T 2

.N MT Thrust-horsepower energy (ft-lb) ML2 /T 2

O.P.C. Propulsive coefficient (PE/PB)

2p Pressure, (local), (lb/ft2) M/LT2

Effective horsepower (RV/550) ML2 /T 3

(ft-lb/sec)

PB Brake horsepower (2 Nq brake/550) ML2/T3

(ft-lb/sec)

PD Propeller horsepower (delivered) M4L2/T 3

PI Power input (ft-lb/sec) M{L2 /T 3

P0  Power output (ft-lb/sec) ML2 /T 3

Pp Pump horsepower (pgH/550) (ft-lb/sec) ML2 /T 3

PS Shaft horsepower (ft-lb/sec) ML2 /T 3

PT Thrust horsepower (TV/550) (ft-lb/sec) ML2/T 3

Pv Vapor pressure (lb/ft 2 ) M/LT 2

Po Free-stream static pressure (lb/ft 2 ) M/LT2

Q Volume flow rate (ft 3 /sec) L 3 /T

2 2
q Shaft torque (lb-ft) ML2/T

R Resistance (Ib) ML/T 2

Re Reynolds number (VI/v)

r Impeller radius (ft) L
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Symbol Quantity Mass Length TimeDimensions

T Thrust (ib) ML/T 2

l-t Thrust deduction (I-R/T)

us Axial velocity (ft/sec) LIT

ut Tangential velocity (ft/sec) L/T

V Ship velocity (ft/sec) L/T
V Propeller advance velocity (ft/sec) L/T

a
Vi Inlet velocity (ft/sec) L/T
Vj Jet velocity (ft/sec) L/T

Vp Velocity through pump (ft/sec) L/T

V free stream velocity (ft/sec) L/T
0 2W Weber number (piV /0)

w Wake fraction (1 -Va/V)

wI Weight rate of flow (lb/sec) ML/T 3

Advance angle (deg)

Hydrodynamic pitch angle (deg)

AH (He -Hi) (ft) L

AV (V - Vi) (ft/sec) L/T

71A External efficiency

71D Propulsive efficiency (PE/PD)

•hull Hull efficiency (1-t/l-w)

1 id Jet efficiency

71 Ideal jet efficiency

11jpr Real jet propulsive efficiency

Yp Propeller efficiency T PDV )

v 1~
VI



Mass Length Time

Symbol Quantity Dimensions

Ump Puinp efficiency

Ila System efficiency

! •tr Internal efficiency

7 Specific weight (lb/ft 3 ) M/L2 T2

Linear ratio Us/im)

Coefficient, dynamic viscosity M/LT

(lb-sec/ft
2 )

Coefficient, kinematic viscosity L2 /T

(ft 2 /sec)

W Angular velocity (radian/sec) I/T

* Flow coefficient (Q/Nd )

p Mass density (slugs/ft 3 ) M/L3

O Cavitation index (H1/V2 /2g)

aThoma Thoma cavitation number (H sv/H)

Shear stress (lb/ft 2 ) M/LT 2

Surface tension (lb/ft) M/T2
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FOREWORD

This survey has been prepared in an effort to clarify the present

state of knowledge regarding the hydrodynamics of waterjet propulsion.

It is hoped that this report will enable the reader to acquaint himself

with the basic problems involved, the work that has been done up to the

present time, its relative significance, and the areas in which further

research appears to be needed.
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INTRODUCTION

An increase of interest in waterjet propulsion of marine craft has

been noted in the past few years. This type of propulsion is not new

since, as pointed out by Taggart, 1 evidence exists of experimental evalua-

tion of a jet-propelled craft in England as far back as 1661. Taggart

states that, by 1900, certain inherent disadvantages of hydraulic jet pro-

pulsion regarding ducting losses and weight were recognized. Moreover,

performance improvements within the succeeding 60 years have not been im-

pressive, and the attractive advantages of waterjets may not have yet been

fully realized. Extensive historical surveys have also been made by Papir2

and Schuster et al. 3 Another brief history of watirjets4 was published

in 1962 by Engel et al., in a paper "Axial Flow Pumps for Waterjet Pro-

pulsion."

By waterjet is meant a marine propulsor in which water is fed to

internal pumps which add energy and expel the water aft through a nozzle.

The water is exhausted at a higher velocity than that of the incoming

stream and thrust is achieved through the resulting momentum exchange. It

can also be classed as an internal ducted propeller for which the duct is

long. The waterjet system, by definition in this study, is that system

using water alone as the working media, as opposed to those using water-

gas mixtures.

A waterjet propulsion system, in distinction from all other types

of shipboard jet propulsion systems, is located mostly within the hull of

the ship. Therefore it must, of necessity, have three basic elements:

1. an intake duct which inducts fluid from outside the ship's hull,

2. a pump for transmitting energy to this fluid, and

3. an exhaust duct and nozzle which guide the jet of fluid back out

of the hull.

It could be expected that a waterjet-propelled ship, having no

IReferences are listed on page 63.
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elements protruding beyond the limits of the ship's hull lines, would have

less drag (other things being equal) than a hull fitted with a conventional

propeller. On the other hand, however, the flow of fluid through the in-

ternal waterjet system is accompanied by additional hydraulic losses. The

resistance may change significantly when the hull is propelled since opera-

tion of the propulsion system changes the distribution of pressures on the

hull. Ingestion of boundary layer flow in conjunction with lower jet

velocity and higher mass flow rate can lead to increased ideal efficiency.

On the other hand, a force reacting opposite to the intake inductior

momentum can suck the hull down with possible increase in trim and thus

form drag. Also, ejection of the jet in the vicinity of the ship's wake

can change the magnitude of the useful thrust. These examples are given

as possible interaction effects of hull flow on waterjet flow and vice

versa. Determination of the reaction coefficients for such a problem with

experimental verification is a prime need in waterjet propulsion research.

Application of a waterjet system can be considered successful if it

allows satisfactory operation of the craft and accomplishes this through

alleviation of some of the significant limitations of other propulsors for

that particular application. It is interesting to formulate an initial

philosophy about waterjet propulsion before studying it in detail. First

of all, unless a ship designer runs into serious problems in attempting to

utilize conventional or fully cavitating propellers, he probably would not

consider waterjets because the overall propulsive efficiency of the water-

jet is always degraded to an extent by the induction and ducting losses

not inherent with propellers. Too, the design of the hull in which
a waterjet will be fitted should be considered a fundamental part of the

propulsion system consideration if anywhere near optimal craft operating

performance is desired.

The importance of waterjets for marine propulsion can be ascertained

by consideration of what this form of propulsion has to offer to the ship

designer. It is found to be generally more expensive, less efficient,

heavier, and the propulsor itself is more complicated than a conventional

propeller. However, for certain special purposes such as shallow-draft

operation or high-power, high-speed operation, waterjet propulsion may

permit the elimination of, or may diminish, unavoidable disadvantages

3



inherent with the use of a propeller. (Detailed advantages and disadvan-

tages of waterjets will be enumerated in the section on General Considera-

tions.)

Although waterjet propulsion systems may offer attractive features

which would be highly desirable for certain marine applications, a number

of significant development problems have to be solved before the full use

of such propulsors can be realized. These problem areas will be discussed

in detail later on in the report, but to mention a few, they include:

(1) proper design of hull inlet to prevent separation and cavitation,

especially during operations in a seaway; (2) optimization of system

ducting and pump location to minimize friction losses and pump elevation

losses; (3) design of high-speed axial-flow waterjet pumps capable of

meeting cavitation, efficiency, and off-design performance required for

vehicle takeoff and cruise conditions; and (4) adequate methods and tech-

niques for model-scale performance evaluation and prototype system per-

formance evaluation.

In view of these and other formidable hydrodynamic problems, the

Naval Ship Research and Development Center is establishing a research and

development program for this form of ship propulsion. The rrogram will be

aimed at defining and solving the hydrodynamic problems existing in the

achievement of high performance of waterjet-propelled craft. Concentration

will be on those areas for which the state-of-the-art survey presented in

this report indicates the greatest lack of technical information.

This report presents a critical survey of the technical literature

currently available on waterjet propulsion of marine craft. Emphasis is

placed on the real problems which exist today in this area. First, a dis-

cussion of naval applications for waterjet propulsion in light of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of this type of propulsion is given. Second,

theoretical treatments and experimental performance techniques for evalu-

ating system components and complete installed systems, are discussed.

Discussion of performance evaluation information found in the literature is

included here. The literature pertaining to general waterjet propulsion

considerations is treated next. This is followed by a list of unsolved

problems existing in light of the conclusions reached by theory and exper-

iment. A recommendation for performance parameters and modeling techniques
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is included.

Based on this information, conclusions will be drawn regarding what

are felt to be the knowns and unknowns (problems) in the state of the art.

A recommended research and development program for solving the apparent

problems will be presented. An annotated bibliography and appendices con-

taining pertinent background material will complete the report.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

CONSIDERATION OF EXISTING WATERJET LITERATURE

A major portion of this study involves a consideration of the avail-

able literature regarding hydrodynamic performance evaluation of waterjet

propulsion systems. The main purpose of the study was the determination

of and suggestions for finding solutions to the problems facing the task

of acquiring efficient reliable waterjet propulsion systems for special

types of marine craft.

The papers and reports surveyed for this study are varied in their

treatment of aspects of waterjet propulsion. Some are feasibility studies,

some are general studies proposing procedures for waterjet propulsion sys-

tem design, and others fall into the category of theoretical and/or experi-

mental investigations. The experimental work lends itself somewhat to a

tabulation of variables considered and measurements made (see Table 2 in

Appendix). The information obtained from the literature pertains to the

theoretical and experimental treatments of:

1. waterJet propulsion system components, including pumps, inlets,

and ducting;

2. complete waterjet propulsion systems;

3. waterjet propulsion system installation in a hull including

efficiency, model and prototype testinm.

As far as those papers dealing with theoretical approaches or in

"feasibility studies, an attempt has been made to briefly present their

significant points in the text of the survey chapter. An annotated
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bibliography is included to concisely provide some insight to the reader

on the surveyed material considered to lie within the scope of this study.

APPLICATIONS

(Emphasis of Important Differences between Waterjet Application to:

Planing Boats, Hydrofoil Craft, and Captured Air Bubble (CAB)

Craft)

Current U. S. waterjet propulsion applications include small pleas-

ure planing craft, small military river patrol boats, 5 and hydrofoil craft.

Serious proposed applications include larger military patrol planing boats,

high-speed hydrofoil and captured air-bubble craft.

The bulk of the small pleasure boats are of the 200 to 300 horse-

power range. Several thousand are now in service, with propulsors of the

Buehler,6 Berkeley, or Jacuzzi design, for the most part. European manu-

facturers have comparable units available. Some idea of the qualitative

operational performance of complete waterjet-propelled hulls can be ob-

tained, taking into consideration the mission of the craft, by studying

reports of owners and operators. Efficiency is not a prime requirement

for private water ski or sport runabouts of the present waterjet era, and

manufacturers rarely take pains to determine real efficiency. Instead,

characteristics such as speed, maneuverability, boat handling, noise and

vibration, and desire to eliminate the external propeller for safety's sake

are stressed.

At the present time some of the in-service designs are good as far

as ahead maneuvering and handling, but efficiency is lower than comparable

conventional propulsion installations.

Most of the military river patrol boats now in service in South

Vietnam are in the 30- to 50-foot length range. Upwards of 150, 30-foot,

25-knot Bellingham Boat Works hulls fitted with twin Jacuzzi 225-hp water-

jets have been sent to U. S. forces in Southeast Asia. The mission there

involves patrol of shallow, weed-infested rivers 'and streams with a small

crew to operate the boat and man a deck-mounted gun. Reports of opera-

tional problems of weed-choking and backing maneuvering have been received.

6
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Recent attention has been given to the use of waterJets for high-

speed oceangoing ships 7 , 8 of the nondisplacement type. At present, serious

consideration in this area is mainly limited to hydrofoil craft and, more

recently, air-cushion vehicles including the captured air bubble (CAB)

type. Certain major design tradeoffs for these ships are highly dependent

on mission cruising range. For the smaller high-speed but short-range

(cruise range duration of a few hours) craft, it is essential that the

weight of propulsion machinery be kept low; however, high-system effi-

ciency may not be a critical requirement. High-system efficiency becomes in-

creasingly important as the ratio of fuel weight to gross weight increases

and, in the case of a long cruise range oceangoing craft, fuel weight is

significant. At the present time, consideration is being given to the use

of CABS, displacing several thousand tons, for long-range oceangoing serv-

ice with hydrofoil craft, limited to short-range missions. In this re-

spect, the CAB sidewall configuration is encouraging with respect to

achieving a more efficient water ducting system than can be realized with

a hydrofoil craft, up-the-strut configuration.

The following table indicates the major powering requirements of

the aforementioned craft:

Speed (knots) Craft HP Rating

25-30 Planing-type Pleasure Boats 225-450

30 31-ft River Patrol Boat 450

55 50-ft Planing Patrol Boat 3500

50 70-ton Hydrofoil (PGH) 3700

50 110-ton Hydrofoil (PCH) 6200

65 500-ton CAB 25,000

85-100 4000-ton CAB 200,000

I



APPARENT ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The selection of any propulsion system is based on a value judgment

of the advantages and disadvantages of that system. Following is a list

of advantages and disadvantages inherent in waterJets; however, the final

application will determine how these are weighed and compared with other

systems.

Although practically every publication found in the literature of

waterjet propulsion mentions certain advantages inherent in waterjets over

other forms of propulsion, very few unqualified statements can actually be

made in this regard. This is due to the fact that a possible advantage of

a waterjet is dependent on the particular application and also must be com-

pared with all other existing propulsor types. Advantages of waterjet are:

1. With a waterJet, it is possible to eliminate external underwater

appendages.

2. A freer choice of location of the propulsion machinery than is

normally found.

3. Elimination of complex transmission machinery where right-angle

drives are required, such as in hydrofoil craft strut propeller applica-

tions.

4. Possible alleviation of underwater radiated ".opeller cavitation

noise through more control over cavitation and removal of the propeller

from the main body of water.

5. Steering and maneuvering c-ntrol directly from the propulsor

(note, however, that this 1A done by attaching control surfaces to the

waterjet nozzle which is effectively calling the i.dder part of the

propulsor). It should be noted that right-angle drive units have been

successfully built for 360-deg directional control.

6. Detrimental effects of propeller vibration may possibly be alle-

viated due to control of the impeller inflow characteristics over that

of an open propeller.

7. For towing boats and for icebreakers, the waterjet can produce

greater tow-rope pulls than an open propeller; however, a Kort nozzle,

8
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in this regard, will be more efficient.

Most statements regarding disadvantages must also be qualified in

light of application and competitive propulsors. However, it can be

stated that:

1. Waterjet systems have higher weight than most other practical pro-

pulsor systems. Note that the weight of the water in the propulsion

system must be included in the system weight.

2. In general, a waterJet system will not be as efficient as a propel-

ler system; i.e., more horsepower will be required to perform a particular

function with a waterjet system.

3. The possibility of cavitation at the waterjet inlet and other

places in the inlet system, which can adversely affect performance, means

that there are several sources of cavitation to be considered.

4. Impeller access compared with conventional propeller designs is

poor, making inspection, repair, or removal of debris difficult.

SYSTEM COMPONENT PERFORMANCE

EFFICIENCY

The overall propulsion performance of special-mission, high-speed

craft is dependent on a number of significant factors. For a specific

mission, at a specified design speed, consideration should be given to:

payload, horsepower, specific fuel consumption (SFC), range, dash capa-

bility, and gross weight, among other factors.

A number of special performance coefficients or merit factors have

been proposed to lump together these variables into a meaningful parameter.

Examples are the so-called Karman-Gabrielli factoz and Telfer's merit

factor.10  The Karman-Gabrielli factor is one which is based on the

9
Karman-Gabrielli line which is an empirical representation of power-speed

relationships of various vehicles.

MKG 8-L (equivalent L ratio) W payload
1 880D Wiinitial

L
where L *lift-drag ratio.

D
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It is evident that a portion of such merit factors represents the hydro-

dynamic propulsion parameters.

The following discussion pertains to the choice of a meaningful or

definitive hydrodynamic propulsion parameter. On normal conventional

propeller-hull installations, overall powering performance of the craft

is based on: 1 0 ' 1 1

effective horsepower PE =RV T(l-t)V = J

brake horsepower PB P B PB p x hull [2]

where P - brake horsepower measured at the output of the prime mover,

R towed hull drag (sometimes utilizing bare hull drag and at

other times using appended hull drag),

T - required thrust,

t - thrust deduction, and

p - propeller efficiency in the "behind ship" condition.

Reference 10 by Rossell and Chapman and Reference 11 by H.E. Saunders

point out in detail the terminology and usage of O.P.C. and propulsive

efficiency (quasi-P.C.) in conventional marine propulsion applications.

For purposes of discussion of the efficiency of propulsion in this

report, the term overall propulsive coefficient (O.P.C.) will not be used.

Instead, the quasi-propulsive :oefficient, sometimes called propulsive

efficiency nD will be used.

P-E PB

D PD T(.P.C.) D [3]

where PE - effective power to overcome resistance,

P - brake power measured at output of prime mover, and

- power delivered to propeller.

10



Sis termed transmission efficiency and reflects the power losses occur-
PB

ring between the prime mover coupling and the propeller due to shafting,
bearings, etc.

It is more expedient to use PD because model testing usually in-
volves the measurement of Prather than PB" On the other hand, in full-

scale trial work, power PS is normally measured by means of a torsionmeter

on the inboard shafting, intermediate between the propeller and the prime

mover. (See sketch below.)

'I

Pe

-- •~ EPRIME n

SCHEMATIC OF POWER TRANSMISSION

The normal procedure at the Center is to measure P in model tests

and correct this to predict the Ps of the full-scale ship. Because of the

variation in possible locations for measuring Ps and since PB would not

correlate directly from model to full scale, it appears sensible to utilize

PD throughout this discussion.

Propulsive efficiency '1D is also, by definition,* equal to

RV (4]

where R = resistance in general.

A rather interesting situation exists her, in that this definition

of propulsive efficiency is not the definition of "propulsive efficiency"

used by many workers in the field of waterjet propulsion. The expression

most commonly found in the waterjet literature is equal to

* ITTC Standard Symbols, National Physical Lab., Ship Report 77 (Sep 1965)

11



TV

where Ps - shaft horsepower PD + shafting losses between the point of

measurement and the impeller. This term can be referred to as thrust ef-

ficiency TIT since it is clearly not equal to the standardized propulsive

efficiency. So

TV7 T s 51
'1T "p 5

One reason that TIT has been widely used in waterjet analyses ia

that it is relatively easy to measure during sea trials and another is that

it is of the form corresponding to the expression for Ideal Jet Efficiency

•t • is sometimes also known as Ideal Propulsive Efficiency or Froude

Efficiency.12,13

In attempting to improve the propulsive performance of a system,

it is necessary to relate the overall propulsive efficiency of a waterjet-

propelled craft to the aggregate of the propulsion component efficiencies.

In conventional propulsion analyses

RV T(l-t)V
D =D7 ' D_ ' propeller "behind" X "hull [61

where R - barehull resistance (since this will be "base" drag)

TV(I-w)
1propeller "behind"

NPt

S hull 1-W

l-t thrust deduction

The term (l-w), which is called wake gain, is not meaningful for waterJet

12



pumps because w, the wake fraction, is without specific meaning since the

impeller is located in a long duct. Therefore, rthull is not applicable

to waterjet systems. Instead, for a waterjet, Vthull/inlet must be de-

fined.

A reasonable choice of form for relating the system component effi-

ciencies to the overall propulsive efficiency is as follows.

Equating

RV T(1-t)V 161
DD p PD repeated

to

Vt xli xl x

1pump jet x system ' thull/inlet

where v PUMP x jet is essentially equal to 11propeller, depending

on the way that the flow velocities are chosen;

lisystem (.nS) by definition is proportional to the ratio of

internal ingestion and ducting pressure losses

to the free-stream dynamic pressure; and
1hull/inlet Olh/i) which characterizes the effect on powering

performance of the interaction of the inlet and

hull, and which herein will be defined as (l-t)
R

where (1-t) = , since the propulsor produces

drag over and above the bare hull drag.

Now if

T(I-t)V/550
PD . Y1 pump jet x ?IS X Th/i (71

T(l-t)V/550 pgQH/550 x V x (1-0 [81
PD PD V+ •

2

13



where T = craft thrust,

V - craft velocity, and

AV . (v. .- v.

But equivalence of the left-hand and right-hand sides of the equality can

better be visualized if the pump efficiency

pg.150 is vritten as TpVp/550pgQH/550 TPP/5as1PD PD

Solving for ?S

T(l-t)V/550 T(l-t)V/550 4

PD PD
IS a-

S TpVp/550 V(TpVp/55O)(1-t)LD+"(Vj V) PD

vf 2 7+

Cancelling like forms

T

iS - TpVp
v j

-2 + 2

Now for a simple pump (ducted propeller)

!A

v vp vj

Pump Velocity Schematic

14



(Vj -V) v ViVp V+ - -+ -
2 2 2

and

Tp T

Therefore

T

V _Vj
2 

2

indicating that S is chosen to be independent of the external intake and

jet conditionp.

R - T(l-t) by definition where t - thrust deduction.

There fore

hull/inlet (l-t) [9]

The result is

7Dwaterjet " "rpump x ijet x Ysystem x (1-0 [10]

The determination of true 1D for a waterjet-propelled craft re-

quires a series of experimental tests mf bare hull, appended, and self-

propelled conditions. This will be discussed later under the section on

model and prototype testing. However, in regard to propulsion efficiency,

the references pertaining to experimental evaluation (boat tests) 3 ,1 4 -1 7
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provide data on rT" Only Reference 16 attempts to correct jet thrust to

effective thrust with the reduction of thrust by inlet drag. Reference 18

is a report on a water channel test of a stationary waterjet propulsion

system which also provides nT results.

ST is inadequate to completely describe the performance of a marine

craft for the following reason. Conceivably, the magnitude of propulsor

thrust for a particular propulsor can be large in comparison to the thrust

of a second propulsor and, consequently, PT would be high. However, a

significant percentage of the propulsor thrust may be required to overcome

the increased hull resistance which the propulsor itself adds to the bare

hull resistance. Thus, it is possible to have a high propulsor PT but, at

the same time, a high PS to propel the craft at design speed. Although

the resulting TIT might be comparable with that of another propulsor or

propulsion configuration, the PS recuired could be considerably larger.

This conclusion was borne out in waterjet system computer trade-off studies

at Boeing.19* Consequently, if one is comparing various propulsion system

installations on a particular craft, the most meaningful comparison param-

eter is PS.

In several of the reports, an attempt is made to calculate a pro-

pulsive efficiency for a waterjet installation either as a product of

pump, jet, system, and hull interaction efficiencies, or as a product of

external, internal, and jet efficiencies. As far as overall waterjet pro-

pulsion system installations are concerned, momentum considerations are

used in the majority of cases for performance prediction (see References

3, 4, 14, 19, 21-28).

*For further interesting information on this subject, refer to discus-

sion of Reference 14 by Dr. C. Kruppa.
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Use of Ideal Propulsive Efficiency (?I,)

Consideration of I can provide insight into the ideal performance

of a particular waterjet system in stages of preliminary design.

The derivation of 711, based on momentum theory with the assumption

of one-dimensional flow and referring to the figure below, is as follows:

I

ViV

Schematic of Waterjet Installation

If it is assumed that V - Veraft -Vinlet water' T1 is defined as:

power out work per unit time by thrust
power in work per unit time by ideal pump

PO (T x V)550 P Qvi (Vj -Vi)

PI 11 P Q [QVi + (Vj -vi)) 2 - Vi 2

But Vi V and Vj -V Vi - V -V V.

pQVi6V V AV
TI - 1 pQ (V2 + 2 VWIV + AV2 

- V2 ) + V2

2 VAV + _-
2
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2 VAV1
Ideal Jet Efficiency 71 , 2 V [121

2 MV ++

The ideal jet efficiency nI can also be conveniently expressed in

terms of the propeller thrust coefficient defined as

Tp

P

since A

T Ap x p (Vj22 2)

then

T Vo 2
which - - -P1  v

1+-
V

Now

- 2 [ 131
-1+ T+ CTp

which indicates that 711 depends only on the prepeller load coefficient.

The expression for Ideal Jet Efficiency 7T, Equation t12],indicates

that a maximm efficiency exists for a specified system loss at a particu-

lar value of pump head or of the velocity ratio. If for high jet propul-

sion efficiency a low 6v/v is adhered to, one must be satisfied to pump

a large quantity Q (rate of flow in CFM or GPM), because T - pQev. A high

Q through a pump requires either high flow velocity or large flow passages.

The latter is advantageous as far as keeping pump pressure losses low;

however, large pump dimensions mean a high fluid weight in the pump. Thus,

compromise, adjusting to optimum conditions for a specific pump application,

18



is required.

Real System Propulsive Efficiency

It can be seen from the derivation of Equation [121 that 711 is

dependent on the ratio of jet velocity (nozzle exit velocity) Vj to ship

velocity V. If the jet efficiency is calculated for the case where the

thrust and velocity developed are again a measure of the power out, but

where the power in is increased to overcome real system loss, and if no

assumption about the internal system head loss is made, the following

approach can be taken:

Total loss - inlet duct loss + exit duct and nozzle loss

h - hi + he

The pump output power PPUMP can be written by kinetic energy:

PUMP pp 2 2 V2 ) + Whi + Whe

where wI = weight of water/unit time.

Therefore

2 (V -V) V

- a 11 X T
lijpr (VJ2 V2 + 2gh) I system

V2 (Vj - V)V 2 (V - V)V

Vj 2 -V 2 + 2gh V 2  V2  2gh

+
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2 (Vj - V)

V 2 (k- 1)
•jpr = = 2+ h i(14]V2 2gh k2+ -

-- -- -1 ____2__

V V2

= real jet efficiency

where k = V4 /V jet velocity ratio.

Although any estimated or assumed system losses should be verified

by experimental determinations, the establishment of probable ranges of

waterjet efficiency can be looked at by making preliminary estimates of

component losses, and toward this end, it is interesting to make a com-

parison of expressions for waterjet system efficiency of real systems as
21 24 19

proposed by Levy, Johnson, and Hatte-Davis.

Assuming HL = KA -•2

11jpr~ - (k -1) E5"nJprLy k2 (l + KA) - 1

20



where k - V /V,

V - craft velocity,

Vj - jet velocity relative to craft,

HL - system head loss, and

HL
KA 2Vj2

2g

According to Johnson:
V2

Assuming HL = KB 2g

= 2 (k- 1) 1161
Johnson k 2 - 1 + KB

According to Hatte-Davis:

2 V2

R [K k2 +( ) (DLF)] -
k--2

2 (k -l) (171

jPrlHatte-Davis k2 (l+ K2 ) - I + (-) D

where K2 nozzle loss coefficient and DLF = duct loss factor.

The Hatte-Davis expression19 for T1Jpr is based on an approach

wherein the inboard losses are not lumped together and are not made pro-

portional to either inlet velocity or jet velocity, as is the case of the

Levy or Johnson approach, constraints which are considered unrealistic.

Thus, it is suggested that for jet efficiency of a real system, Expression

[17] should be used in preference to the others for advanced studies.
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A type of plot of jet efficiency versus velocity ratio for various

values of the system loss coefficient KL, which is familiar in jet propul-
26sion technology, is shown below (Figure 1).

""' "• -..• EQUATION [15] WITH KA=O

SSYSTEMz Y I ',, i ,.,LOSSES
01 o, .. REAsINC

0 !OCUS OF OPTIMA--/

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 .0

1v (Vi-V)
V-OR v

Figure 1 - Effect of System Losses on Optimum V

Once the njpr is obtained, it must be multiplied by npump in order to

yield the propulsive efficiency of the overall propulsion system. The

accuracy of prediction of the propulsive efficiency by the above methods

:can be no better than the accuracy of the loss coefficients used in the

calculations.
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Comparison of Ideal Propulsion and Ideal Propeller Efficiencies

Onc other interesting area pertinent to this discussion is the re-

lationship of Ideal Propulsive Efficiency and Ideal Propeller Efficiency.

It is interesting to note that the uppermost curve of Figure I is a plot

of Ideal Propeller Efficiency (propeller without viscous and rotative

losses).

By simple momentum theory

1 (121
1 + 1  6_•V repeated

2 V

By referring to Figure 2, it can be seen that this can be written as:

FLOW-

WO V0 + WO

Figure 2 - Propeller Velocity Schematic

1 1

1 + &V lWa
2 V +1 Wa

2 V

I1propeller can also be derived from a consideration of the velocity

vector diagram for a blade element. 7 0

Some confusion may exist in reference to magnitude of comparative

hydrodynamic performance of propellers and waterjets as applied to
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high-speed hulls. Certain statements existing in the literature4 imply

that propeller efficiency drops off at high speed while waterjet efficiency

increases. Such arguments tend to neglect the fact that supercavitating

propellers whose hydrodynamic efficiencies do not degrade with increased

speed should be utilized in the supercavitating speed range. It is known

that performance of a subcavitating propeller will fall off as speed and

loading increase, and knowledgeable designers would not attempt to use it

at high speed. The actual reason for performance of some supercavitating

propellers to be less as speed increases is that optimum blade geometry

has to be sacrificed due to structural problems in overstressing the

material. No positive indication has been given to show that "long life"

high-speed pump impellers will not face the same problems.

Summary

This then is an attempt to show how thrust efficiency TT compares

to 1D as a performance parameter and, further, to explain why 7T is so

often found in use in the waterjet literature (although it is usually mis-

named). Its limitations should be recognized, however, and the extent to

which predictions of "propulsive efficiency" based on simple momentum jet

efficiency calculations tempered with estimated system losses should be

carefully controlled.

3ome type of analytical treatment can be applied to a prediction of

performance of each major component of a waterjet system, i.e., the pump,

inlet, etc. Some of the references present analyses (in varying degrees

of complexity) of the performance of system components and compare the re-

sults with experimental data; e.g., Reference 20 on impellers.

By far, however, the bulk of the available theoretical work in-

cluded in the present literature relies on simple momentum considerations

of ideal jet efficiency and, further, real system efficiency by introduc-

tion of system losses obtained from experimental, empirical, or "crystal

ball" sources.

The inherent limitations in the use of thrust efficiency, even when

measurement of the variables included in 'IT is very accurate, should be

recognized. Further, PT magnitudes can vary depending on whether thrust
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is jet thrust (often calculated from measured momentum variables of mass

flow and jet and inflow flow velocities) or actual effective propulsion

reaction thrust. The authors of Reference 17 attempted to measure reaction

thrust using pump-mounted load cells in their boat-testing program.

In summarizing the discussion of the problems involved with the ef-

ficiency of propulsion, the following points appear to be significant:

1. Meaningful propulsion efficiency evaluation for waterjets should,

as in the case of more conventional propulsion, involve determination of

•D" 1 Dwaterjet is given by Equation [10] and Thull/inlet interaction

by Equation [9]. When circumstances require the determination of the pro-

pulsion system component efficiencies, as in the case where performance

improvement or research is the goal, inD broken down in this way is a

satisfactory parameter.

2. ?1 D provides more definitive information than does T in a perform-

ance comparison of two different propulsors applied to a particular hull.

A familiar example here is the comparison of a waterJet with a conventional

propeller. If R is chosen to be the bare hull towed resistance (i.e.,

without any propeller system appendages or, on the other hand, waterJet

inlet or exhaust port3), then a ratio of TD'S turn out to be simply a

ratio of PS's at any particular speed. As pointed out earlier, a compari-

son of TT for the two systems would not be a valid indication of relative

propulsion efficiencies.

3. Ideal jet efficiency and ideal propeller efficiency are shown to be

mathematically equivalent. In both cases, corrections must be made for

losses in order to achieve the actual efficiency of a propulsor. Since

the waterjet, by design, has more sources of losses than the open propel-

ler, it is generally less efficient.

4. Accurate predictions of waterJet propulsion efficiency will gener-

ally not be obtained by applying estimated or empirical system loss per-

formance data to a jet effiziency figure calculated by simple momentum

theory.
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THE WATERJET PUMP

The pumping machinery is a very important component of a waterjet

system. Proper design of the pump requires not only a thorough under-

standing of the general characteristics of various type pumps but, in

addition, requires the waterjet propulsion puvp de3ign to be in accord

with the design of all the other components of ttt 'ropulsion system. The

scope of this report permits only a brief coverage of the subject of pumps

for waterjet application. An attempt is made to put forth the major con-

siderations of pump requirements and characteristics (which are treated in

References 2, 21, 22, 23, and 24) along with some discussion of perform-

ance criteria. There is much published literature on pump research and

application. The references cited herein do not form a complete list

but are given with the intention of guiding the reaLer to pump literature.

The function of the pump in a waterjet system is to accelerate the

surrounding fluid medium or increase the energy of the flow, thereby pro-

ducing thrust. This, of course, is also the function of an open or ducted

propeller.

From the section of the report on propulsion efficiency, it will be

remembered that the optimum jet velocity ratios corresponding to practical

waterjet system efficiencies are relatively low. Thus, a pump having

characteristically high mass flow rate and low head performance is a major

requirement for efficient operation. However, a high-speed pump will keep

the duct size and weight of the waterjet small.

The types of pumps (broadly classified under turbo-machinery) uti-

lized by various experimenters and propulsion system designers of waterjet

systems include:

1. centrifugal (radial flow) - high head,

2. mixed flow - intermediate head, and

3. axial flow (propeller) - low head.

Waterjet systems may employ one or more pumps for each separate ingestion

and discharge ducts. Several pumps used in series or in a multi-stage

pump cause the same mass flow to be handled by each stage, but the head

increases with each succeeding stage, and rpm is lower than that required
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by a single stage. In a parallel pump design, each pump develops the same

head but the flow is shared. These pumps could be of the same type as a

single large pump but would have a higher rotative speed. Parallel pump

arrangements usually require complex plumbing systems.

The type of pump depends on the required pump head and flow rate

which are determined from the thrust and speed requirements of the craft.

However, certain design innovations are usually required to adapt a design

to specifically conform to a waterjet propulsion application. One major

consideration here is the establishment of off-design conditions which will

affect the cavitation performance of the pump. Dump cavitation becomes a

major problem at two operating conditions for hydrofoil and planing-type

hulls: (a) at or near takeoff* when the pump impeller is turning at a

high rotative speed and the total inlet static head is low due to a low ram

head and (b) at cruise or very high planing speed when the impeller tip

speed is at its highest. This second condition corresponds to the con-

ventional subcavitating propeller limiting speed condition, but in the

waterjet case, control of the local pressure at the pump can delay cavi-

tation inception.

The operating requirements of waterjet pumps for high-speed marine

vehicle applications result in their cavitation parameters falling in the

same range with cavitation characteristics of space rocket turbo-pumps.

Consequently, work has been done in the development of waterjet pump im-

pellers very similar in design to rocket pump inducers. It should be

noted, however, that rocket pumps have limited life. This is not to say

that all of the existing axial or mixed flow pumps now being used in water-

jet systems employ inducer type impellers. The Buehler "turboapower" units

and the Hamilton waterjet (from which both the Buehler and the British

version Dowty-Hamilton designs were evolved) are examples of axial flow

pumps employing multi-blade impellers, single and multi-staging being

available. On the other hand, inducer type rotors are being developed by

Curtiss-Wright29 and Pratt-Whitney30 Division of United Aircraft. In

addition, other rocket pump manufacturers are experimenting with either

subcavitating or fully cavitating inducer designs, especially suited to

high-speed waterjet propulsion. The Aerojet General Corporation has devel-

oped a type of waterjet propulsion pump in which the pump casing or volute

* See Figure 3, page 35.
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is made also to function as the jet nozzle with the idea of direct con-

version of mechanical energy to jet kinetic energy with minimum conversion

to potential energy first. 3 1

A good percentage of the pump experimentai research is being com-

plemented with theoretical pump design approaches. The basic analytical

methods follow either a classical approach in which momentum relations are

utilized (see References 2, 22, and 31) and textbooks (References 13, 32,

33, 34 and 35), or a procedure involving lifting-line or lifting-surface

theory. Certain simple cavitation analyses can be made by applying cascade

techniques (References 30, 36, 37, and 38) to a classical solution. For a

more detailed consideration of blading and internal flow, however, lifting-

line3 7 or lifting-surface 20 approaches are useful.

Experimental work is being done on pumps especially designed for

waterjet propulsion or on types whose characteristics make them suitable

for possible waterjet application. As can be determined by considering

Table 2, actual experimental pump hydraulic performance is reported i-

References 14, 15, 20, 29, 31, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, and 43. In -di-

tion, certain ones of these references contain cavitation data on the pump

performance (References 14, 15, 29, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, and 43).

Most of this testing has been performed in Fpmp cavit"' k loop

facilities in which impeller scaled model: --- _ in the prediction of

impeller performance. Such facilities s•uaL.j , *de a means for visual

observation of cavitating phenomena. Several L.rge-scale static pump test

stands capable of supporting fairly high-power prototype waterjet pumps

are now in operation; e.g., at Aerojet General Corporation31 in Azusa,

California, and at Pratt-Whitney Division in West Palm Beach, Florida.

It was stated previously that good waterjet propulsion pump design

will vary from stationary type pump design3 2 ' 3 5 ' 4 4 due to a difference in

the basic requirements of the two machines. It is possible that, in like

manner, the ideal terminology and performance coefficients utilized for

many years in pump technology are not ideal or optimal for the technology

of waterjet propulsion pumps. 3 3 In addition, values of performance coeffi-

cient limits published in reference sources, e.g., Scandards of the Hydrau-

lic Institute,45 should be reanalyzed in light of new pump technology. A

short analysis based on the pump and waterJet pump performance parameters,
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dimensional analysis, and a comparison with those coefficients used in

propeller technology follows.

At corresponding points in the full-scale (or large-scale) and

model flows, the flow should be geometrically and dynamically similar. 4 6

Relating the pressure differences through a simple pump to the pertinent

variables, it is assumed that significant pressure differences in the pump

are produced by mass forces of the fluid, and the following relationship

between the variables is obtained.

P Nd3

PV2 Q

Thus, it is apparent that a definite relationship between the pressure rise

and the rate of flow must exist if dynamic similitude of the hydrodynamic

pump action is maintained from prototype to model. In pumps, pressure

rise is usually spoken of in terms of head.

However, viscosity cannot be neglected in the case of pumps; it is

a more important consideration here than in the case of open propellers.

The ability of a pump to develop thrust T can be thought of as being

achieved through the pumphead rise H and the volume flow rate Q. The head

is dependent on the density p and viscosity p of the pumped fluid, the

volume flow Q, the impeller diameter d, and rotation speed N. By treating

the product gH (g being acceleration due to gravity) as the dependent

variable and assuming

g M f, (psv, Q ,9 d , N) 13

dimensional analysis, as used above, reduces this function to the simpler

dimensionless relationship:

2 f 2
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These three dimensionless groups are termed head coefficient b,

flow coefficient *, and Reynolds number Re, respectively. The choice of

certain performance parameters in propeller and pump work rests mainly on

convenience. In propellers, V and T are easy to measure, whereas in pumps,

Q and H are more rcadily determined. For a propeller, a brief review of

the performance par-aeters usually used may be in order.

T - KT0N 2 d4  [18]

and

2n N Ktorque P N2 d5
PS S 550

PT - KT f9
propeller K torque

where

V (l-w) -
Nd

On the other hand, slightly different performance coefficients turn out to

be the most useful for pump performance evaluation:

p pump hp [20]
SPUMP P S

pgQHPp
550

PS 21t N Torque
550
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where Torque - Ktorque p N2 d5 .

Now PP and PS can be related to the dimensionless head, flow (as derived

from the dimensional analysis), and torque coefficients, respectively,

Just as in the case of a propeller.

Thus

pgQH pQ. gh
PP 550 550

where

gH= KHN 2 d2  and Q -Nd 3

Therefore

poNd 3 .KHN 2 d2  P CKH I3d5

- 550 550

Likewi se

2 nN • Ktorque P N2 d 5

S -550

Therefore, dividing Pp b y PS,

P P - OKI N3 d5  ( 550 )
PUMP P 550 2 i N Ktorque p N2 d 5

*KH KH €21

torque Ktorque 2[
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where

4 Q K gh
Nd H, N2d2

Thus it can be seen by comparing [191 and 121] that

KT J [191
Kipropeller Ktorque 2i1 repeated

KEe [211t'waterjet pump Ktorque repeated

Later it will be shown that n can be written in a form which when

multiplied by the jet nozzle efficiency •j is physically equivalent to

lpropeller" For propeller performance evaluation, KT and KQ are usually

plotted against J. For a waterjet pump, K. and K. could be plotted
against 4 or against Vji/V, the jet velocity ratio if the pump is running

in a moving craft.

The major deviations in the use of these specialized performance

coefficients occur because pump and propeller engineers utilize the per-

forvance variables which are most easily measured in their respective

tests. Many variations in parameters could be derived from the basic

variables as measured.

Pump designers for many years have used a parameter termed

"specific speed" which originally was introduced by a German, R. Camerer,

in 1915 for describing the hydraulic type of water turbines. Each of the

three types of pumps mentioned above covers a range of specific speeds NS,

and attains its maximum efficiency at a point somewhere in this range,

efficiency dropping off on both sides of this particular specific speed.

Geometrically similar pumps of different sizes will have similar head flow

performance characteristics if operated at the same specific speed (assum-

ing viscous effects are small). NS is a number which is proportional to

impeller rotative speed and rate of flow and inversely proportional to
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pump head rise. Unfortunately, it is usually used in a form which has not

been made dimensionless, a factor causing some confusion in pump research

work. Despite this, it is a very useful parameter for comparing perform-

ance of different pumps or of pumps with their models. Specific speed in-

volves only the pump operating conditions by means of eliminating impeller

diameter between the head and flow coefficients. By the provision that

rotational speed be a linear variable, specific speed can be obtained as:

NS0NQ1/2 [2

- 3/4 (221

This form is not dimensionless but, by utilizing gH as the term in the

denominator instead of H, a dimensionless form of specific speed is:

dimensionless NS NQ1 /23

(gW)
3 /4

Addision3 3 suggests that the dimensionless form of specific speed

be called characteristic shape number to distinguish it from the more

common form, and the word shape is appropriate because modelling of the

pump requires geometric similarity or, in other words, retention of pump

shape.

By substitution of the coeffi=ients * and K1 into [233, NS can be

written as:

*11/2
NS  3 [241KR3/

If it would serve any useful purpose, a "characteristic shape num-

ber" could likewise be defined for propellers as:
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Nl/2 [251Ns- 3/[25

but the need for such a parameter is not apparent.

Another point of interest, alluded to earlier, which arises when

comparison of propeller and pump performance efficiencies are attempted

is exemplified by the case of a ducted propeller for which efficiency has

been calculated by, first, a propeller efficiency philosophy and, second,

by a pump efficiency philosophy. The difference occurs in the use of dif-

ferent velocities in the expression

T.-

P O P [261

For the propeller V Va, propeller advance speed; for the axial flow pump,

Vd - velocity inside the duct.

Since the induced velocity inside the duct causes the pump flow

velocity to exceed free-stream velocity, the "apparent" efficiency of

the pump will be higher. Figure 4 shows a set of comparative efficiency

curves for a ducted propeller, 4 7 calculated by the two methods and showing

a significant difference in magnitude.

* Note that lpropeller and nptnnp are only different by the differ-

ence in V (speed of advance) and Vd (speed of flow at propeller
ad

disk).

Wa
Vd - Va + T

where wa total axial induced velocity component or AV.

TV8

' 1propeller 550 [271
PS
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Figure 3 - Typical Thrust-Speed Relation

APUPAS PROP'ELL.ER • --

-l tH
- 4 l

Figure 4 - Efficiency of a Ducted Propeller Calculated by Two Methods
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TVd T (Va+ "V

Spump 550 550

PS PS

" propeller Va

pump Va +[2

where

Va

V + 6V jet

a 2

Cavitation will play an extremely important role in waterjet pro-

pulsion pumps. Cavitation may affect the pump hydraulic performance as

severe cavitation will cause pump erosion and degradation of pump per-

formance. Because waterJet propulsion pumps will, at times, be required

to work at relatively low suction heads, cavitation of the pump impeller

will be a problem.37 One advantage which the axial flow pump possesses

is that multi-staging of impellers can be used to reduce the tendency for

the main load-carrying impeller to cavitate. The technique of utilizing

an inducer stage in which the static pressure is increased with very little

kinetic energy increasehas been used. This provides a sufficiently high suc-

tion pressure to the main flow accelerating impeller stage to prevent

blade cavitation. A comparison of cavitation inception criteria for

pumps35 and propellers now follows:

Since pumps are usually used to produce a pressure rise through the

impeller, the Thoma cavitation parameter (OThoma) defined as

net suction head

Thoma pump head produced

is in general pump usage. Here, net suction head
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V 2

Hsv (or) npsh = hatmospheric + hdepth + in feet of water [31]

in which V = the velocity in the flow approaching the pump. The Thoma

parameter is dimensionless, and if its constancy indicates cavitation sim-

ilarity, then increased pump head would require increased suction head.

In propeller work, the cavitation parameter or cavitation index

normally used is defined as

Hia - H1  321

V
2 /2g

where H1 - (absolute pressure at shaft centerline - vapor pressure of

water) and V can be either free-stream velocity or the inflow velocity at
the center section of the propeller. This approach is taken since propel-

lers inherently are not used to produce pressure rise (potential energy)

but rather kinetic energy.
For cavitation effect on propeller performance, KT, Kq (torque),

and efficiency versus J curves are obtained at various values of a from

tests conducted in a cavitation tunnel. These tests are in addition to

the open-water performance tests.

In pump procedures a single cavitation parameter is used to relate

the inlet flow conditions to the pump speed and head rise. This parameter

is a direct extension of the specific speed NS, and is defined as

S NQll2 (3

(gH v) 3 1 4
(

where Hsv has replaced H. S is termed suction specific speed and, when

defined in this way, appears to be a valid dimensionless parameter.

Note that the Thoma cavitation index at is an expression which is

dependent on the pump itself; specifically, it is the ratio of the net

suction static head supplied to the pump to the pumping head actually
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developed. Thus at can be seen to be equal to the ratio of NS and S or°tt

In contrast, the propeller cavitation index ao is an expression

dependent on the condition of the flow; specifically, it is the ratio of

the static head of the water to the dynamic head of the free-stream flow.

However, a can be expressed in terms of VR (resultant). The use of

VR makes a = -- analogous to pump at.

Summary

In summary, the points pertaining to performance evaluation of

waterjet pumps which should be reviewed are as follows:

1. Pump efficiency must be multiplied by nj before direct comparison

can be made with conventional propeller efficiency.

2. Pertinent performance parameters for waterjet pumps will include

flow rate *, head coefficient ICH, and torque coefficient Kq, characteristic

shape number (nondimensional specific speed) and a nondimensional form of

suction specific speed. Pump-flow variables such as flow rate and head

will continue to be measured, since they are more directly attainable than

the variables commonly measured in propeller testing.

3. Cavitation number can be defined in various ways (this variation

usually arising in propellers because of choice in where velocity is meas-

ured), but for propulsion pumps will probably be most meaningful if it is

based on the ratio of suction head Hsv to head developed by the pump %p.

WATERJET INLET

This section and the following section of the report deal with the

intake of and the internal flow of water in the waterjet system. Waterjet

propulsors require optimization from the inlet to the exhaust nozzle. As

pointed out previously, it does not particularly pay to strive for a high

system efficiency through low jet velocity unless system losses are also

minimized (refer again to Figure 1). The attainment of low loss or high
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efficiency flow transmission components is a prime goal. 'The system compo-

nent losses which are involved consist of inlet/diffuser (which can run

from 10 to 30 percent), internal ducting (2 to 10 percent), and nozzle (1

to 3 percent).* These loss values are usually expressed as percentages of

the ram head V2 /2g. The ultimate goal of an R & D program, based on ana-

lytic and experimental testing of inlets, internal ducting systems and

nozzles, will be the development of a system for a particular craft which

will provide adequate water flow rate at the lowest overall loss coeffi-

cient without detrimental cavitation.

The inlet or scoop location depends on the hull and waterjet pro-

pulsion system configuration. Most hydrofoil waterjet foilborne systems

incorporate ram-type inlets mounted in the pod at the bottom of the strut. 2 4

Planing boat and displacement craft usually employ flush or scoop intakes

in the hull bottom. Schemes have been proposed for side or bow located

inlets (e.g., see U.S. Patent Office patent disclosures 2,884,889 and

3,188,997). The major design location considerations appear to be in keep-

ing the vertical distances which produce elevation losses short, keeping

the inlet in "green" water to prevent aeration, providing sufficient water

flow to the pumps to produce the required thrust, and preventing or delay-

ing the inception of cavitation. Good inlet system design requires low

internal losses and high resistance to cavitation during the takeoff mode

and low external drag during cruise. From a takeoff mode cavitation con-

sideration, the critical parts of the inlet are the scoop (water entrance)

and the transition from the inlet to the diffuser duct. The scoop obvious-

ly must capture the free-stream flow efficiently under a range of operating

conditions between takeoff and cruise.

During takeoff, the ratio of inlet to free-stream velocity is high
(pressure levels in the scoop are low), and internal cavitation is the

primary concern. During cruise, on the other hand, this velocity ratio is

relatively low (pressure levels in the scoop are thus relatively high),

*The magnitude of the loss coefficients stated here are estimates repre-

sentative of a range covering typical planing hull, CAB, and hydrofoil
waterjet systems. A sharp bend just behind the inlet and long vertical
strut duct, as is required for a hydrofoil craft, produce higher losses.
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and resistance to internal cavitation is therefore high. But in the cruise

mode, susceptability of external lip cavitation may be a significant fac-

19tor.

The net effect of cavitation in and around the inlet is two-fold.

Cavitation can produce significant erosion (cavitation damage) of the in-

let material; however, the more important consideration is degradation of

pump performance due to excessive inlet/diffuser head loss and, ultimately,

complete choking of the flow which starves the pump.

From a momentum exchange standpoint, the relationship of thrust re-

quired and inlet area is:

T p Ai Vi (Vj - Vi)

where

Ai - Ks di

T
di

Vj
Letting m = - (jet velocity ratio)

Vi

T - p Ai Vi (mVi - Vi)
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p

or

T p Ai Vi2 (m I) [34]

For a fixed geometry exhaust nozzle, m is fixed, thus Ai and Vi,

which are interdependent, are the only controllable parameters for varying

the thrust.

Variable geometry inlets could be used to assure sufficient flow

to the pump at low ram-head speeds (takeoff) and allow the pump to work at

its best point of design over a fairly broad range. However, the mechani-

cal complexity of such an inlet in a sea water environment and cavitation

problems of the fairing appear to be significant.

Definitive evaluation of inlet performance involves the determina-

tion of: (1) how efficiently the water can be "captured," over what range

of velocities inlet cavitation will not significantly degrade this "cap-

turing," and (2) how much the hull drag is affected by the presence of

the inlet. A brief analysis of the pertinent parameters required in model

scaling of the hydrodynamic forces on submerged bodies is given later

under the section on model testing.

Now from a consideration of what useable work is available from the

literature, it is noteworthy that examples of both older published empiri-

cal information reviewed for waterjet inlet application and some original

new analytic approaches to the problem exist. The theoretical work, for

the most part, involves attempts to predict the effects of the flow field

impinging on the inlet by calculating the pressure distribution in the

external and internal areas adjacent to the inlet lip. These particular

analyses do not yield the inlet loss coefficient but serve to aid in lip
and entrance angle design.

Methods currently in use are based on solutions to the potential

flow problem, both linearized and nonlinearized techniques now existing.

A two-dimensional method utilizes a distribution of sources on the mean

camberline of the lip (see Reference 48). A more general result applying

to the nonlinear problem can be achieved with a distribution of sources

along the surface of the model. An example of this is the Douglas-Neumann

type of approach applied to arbitrarily shaped inlets (References 22, 49,
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and 50).

When the pressure distribution is available from one of the above

techniques, it is very useful in affirming the character of the streamline

flow and shows whether smooth or sharp peaks exist in the pressure distri-

bution which could indicate separating flow. However, viscosity effects

are not included as part of the potential flow solution and viscous effects

must be considered by corrections, based on empirical data, being made to

the potential flow results.

It seems practical to also utilize the portions of existing empiri-
cal data which are considered reliable on marine condenser scoops 2 3 , 2 4 , 5 1 - 5 4

and aircraft oil cooler scoop testing, 5 5 , 5 6 especially in the preliminary

inlet designs.

It is possible that some inlet designs (when considered integrally

with a particular hull flow field) could be low in internal loss but have

high external drag effects. A certain amount of experimental work is re-

quired in determining the net performance of such designs. References 14,

19, 22, 23, and 24 are valuable in pointing out means for system perform-

ance prediction using existing empirical data.

Practically all of the inlet studies carried out so far have been

slanted toward hydrofoil inlet. The biggest present need is for comparable

studies for flush planing hull scoops and ram or flush CAB sidewall-type

inlets.

The amount of ram recovery or captured free-stream dynamic pressure

through the inlet can be determined by measuring the characteristics of the

water approaching and leaving the inlet. An inlet with poor flow will ex-

perience a large energy or head loss

V1
2

-- + Hs

2g a

where H. is the static head, which is atmospheric + depth head. This

should be measured before and after the flow passes the inlet lip and turn/

vane (if turn/vane exists).

Experimental data (Table 2) obtained in relatively recent testing
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specifically regarding waterjet propulsion system inlets can be found

in References 14, 16, 18, 22, and 57. The waterjet propulsion systems

reported in Reference 14 employ dual wake intakes in order to provide a

more uniform inflow to the pump. The work reported by Lockheed in Ref-

erence 22 was obtained from hydrofoil craft ram-type model tests in the

Lockheed Underwater Missile Facility (LUMF) at Sunnyvale, California

(variable-pressure towing basin). The data of Reference 57 were obtained

from scale-model inlet tests of a strut-type inlet in the Hughes Aircraft

(Tool Division) free-jet facility at Los Angeles.

The quantities or variables normally measured in experimental inlet

studies include: craft velocity V, inlet velocity Vi, inlet geometry (lip,

angle, size), guide vane geometry, static pressure, pressure distribution,

and velocity profiles. From these data the following typical parameters

are derived:

Pressure loss coefficient, velocity ratio (Vi/V), geometry,

drag coefficient, pressure distribution, velocity profile,

critical cavitation number (ac), and net positive suction

head (npsh).

A method of displaying inlet performance is to plot the inlet loss

coefficient KLi (as a percentage of free-stream velocity head) versus
Vi

cavitation number for a family of inlet velocity ratios

Vfree-stream
This produces characteristic "break" curves of the type described in Ref-

erence 19 (see Figure 5).

Some inlet data instrumentation was available for the boat testing

reported in References 3, 14, 15, 16, 18, and 58. These reports include

a presentation of the data acquired. Note again that the Hydronautics

tests (Reference 18) arc from stationary model tests with moving flow.

Summarizing the areas discussed in this section points to the

following high points:

1. The waterJet hull inlet ia a critical area in regard to both ex-

ternal and internal flow performance.

2. Analytical methods exist which can greatly aid in the design of
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lips, inlet angles, etc., in predicting pressure distribution.

3. Inlets for craft which operate from a displacement to a planing

condition may require variable geometry designs to accommodate both take-

off and cruise requirements.

Takeoff - internal inlet can choke the pump due to cavitation.

Cruise - external inlet can cavitate, thereby increasing drag.

4. A good inlet should provide adequate flow, have low KL, and be

cavitation resistant.

Definitive inlet testing requtres holding of Froude and cavitation

numbers simultaneously.

Empirical condenser scoop and aircraft oil cooler scoop data are

useful during preliminary design.

A quantity of hydrofc'l (ram) inlet data is now available, and the

need for CAB or planing boat-type hulls is evident.
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WATERJET DUCTING

In a waterjet propulsion system, a certain amount of ducting must

be installed to move the water from hull inlet to pump and from pump to

exhaust nozzle. Hydrofoil boats with waterjet systems utilizing strut-

pod inlets and deck-mounted pumps require a relatively extensive ducting

arrangement. On the other hand, small planing boat installations can have

very short connecting ducting, and most co mercial waterjet propulsors in-

corporate inlet, diffuser, pump casing, and exhaust nozzle in only two or

three castings. Captured air bubble craft will require waterjet ducting

systems which are slightly more extensive than for planing boats but less

than those for hydrofoil craft.

A number of system layout studies aimed at optimizing system de-

signs have been made for specific type hull waterJet installations by

Hydronautics for CABS, 5 9 and Pratt-Whitney Division for hydrofoil craft,

air-cushion craft, and large displacement-type ships (destroyers). 6 0  In

addition, Lockheed has published some system layout work,22 and Reference

24 by V. Johnson of Hydronautics contains some hydrofoil craft ducting sys-

tem layouts. Kim, in Reference 23, treats the problem of the tradeoff of

benefits of single ducting versus multiple ducting systems, the relative

importance of bends, straight lengths, vanes, etc.

The function of the duct is to deliver the correct quantity of water

to the entrance of the impeller efficiently (with minimum pressure loss)

and with a reasonably uniform velocity distribution, and to exhaust the

water efficiently. The efficiency of the ducting system, as in any piping

system, is dependent on the length of pipe, number and type of transitions,

and pipe roughness. In general, a duct system should be light weight

(including weight of water) and have low hydrodynamic loss. Considerations

of low weight and vibration (structural and internal hydrodynami:) will not

be dwelled upon here. The hydrodynamic losses which will be discussed here

involve friction losses at internal ducting walls, mixing losses (pressure

loss and friction loss) in areas where transitions such as enlargements,

contractions, and turns exist, and velocity profiles at sections approach-

ing the impellers and stator vanes. An example of a condition which might

cause significant problems is that of the impeller shaft of an axial-type
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pump passing through the supply duct causing nonuniformity to the impeller

inflow.

The flow of an incompressible fluid inside a filled Lpe or duct
produces certain hydrodynamic forces. The significant forcz3 in this case
are: inertial, gravity, friction (viscous), and pressure. Surface tension

as characterized by Weber number and compressibility by Mach number can be

ignored for water flow in waterjet piping systems. It is common practice

to use the following dimensionless parameters associated with the above

forces:

inertial PV1
Re nri- a -V Reynolds number

Sviscous V

inertial V2

Fn - = Froude number
gravity g.E

inertial 1 p
Cp pressure pressure coefficient hV2

- - , pressure coefficient% p V2

where I = characteristic dimension, for pipes I is the pipe diameter, and

p = local static pressure.

The aforementioned dimensionless parameters provide a basis for

establishing dynamic similitude of the flow in models of ducting systems.

The geometric similarity between a prototype and model should extend to

scaling the roughness of the internal duct wall. Nondimensionally, this

would make relative pipe roughness (e/d) equivalent for model and proto-

type. Relative to the viscous and pressure forces which are produced,

gravity forces are of minor consequence in the flow of fluid through a

filled pipe. Consequently, Froude number can usually be ignored in model

studies of this type. However, in certain instances Froude number may be

of significance. Although this parameter is most often associated with

free surface gravity effects on flow about bodies, it should be remembered
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that to have the correct pressure coefficient or cavitation number over

the vertical extent of a model, Froude scaling must be maintained. (See

Appendix B.) Thus, in cases where the vertical dimension of the body is

large relative to the depth of imnersion, it may be necessary to consider

Froude number in order to have the proper scaling of the pressure coeffi-

cient.

In the preliminary design stage of waterjet systems, use can be

made of published empirical data on pressure loss coefficients of straight

ducting, turns or elbows, vanes, nozzles, and other transitions. Refer-

ences 13, 22, 23, 24, and 34 are good sources of this type of data.

Waterjet ducting losses are included in the system performance measure-

ments obtained during the boat tests described in Reference 14 (British).

References 50 and 61 by Gibbs and Cox, and Reference 60 by Arcand of

Pratt-Whitney utilize published experimental ducting loss data in arriving

at predictions of system efficiency. Johnson, in Reference 24, suggests

some ranges of magnitude for system loss coefficients which are apparently

based on published empirical data. The data available in these references

are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen by studying such loss data that

frictional resistance is more significant in internal waterjet systems

than in the case of open or even conventional ducted propellers.

In summary, it appears that the ducting performance problem is less

critical at the present time than that of the inlet. Published empirical

loss data for piping and transition ducting can be used in making estimates

of losses during system layout design. Performance tests of complete inlet

and ducting systems, or models thereof, should definitely be conducced when

high propulsion system efficiency is a requirement. Details of such test-

ing are discussed below in the section on waterjet propulsi6n testing.

WATERJET PROPULSION TESTING

Performance Considerations

Experimental determination of the performance of either waterjet

components or entire waterjet propulsion systems can be accomplished by

application of the proper experimental techniques to tests of the proto-

type or scale model. In cases where prototype testing is impractical or
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undesirable, model experiments will generally produce satisfactory per-

formance data if geometric and dynamic similitude are maintained. The

type and scope of the performance testing on a particular propulsion sys-

ten will depend on the intended use of the data obtained. The requirements

for most performance evaluations will fall into one of the following cate-

gories:

Type of Study Requirements

1. Performance Determination of the horsepower

required to propel a particular

craft at certain speeds. Also

comparison of two or more propul-

sion system designs.

2. Design Determination of the performance

* of various components of a sys-

tem in order that the design of

components may be improved so as

to ultimately provide improvement

in overall system performance.

3. Research Determination of performance

characteristics of system com-

ponents in a systematic program

of experimentation, but in which

the components are not related

to a particular design or system.

Performance testing of complete propulsion units under full-scale

speed and load conditions finds wide application in the range of low

horsepower waterJets. On the other hand, high-powered units requiring
high efficiency and reliability necessitate the expense of constructing

models and using specialized testing facilitieq such as variable-pressure

water channels, high-speed towing basins, and cavitation tunnels. Several

static waterJet test facilities 3 1 have been put into operation by industry.

Regardless of whether testing is accomplished on a prototype or model,
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certain performance parameters presented in the previous discussions on

pumps, inlets, and ducting are required to characterize performance.

Table 1, which appears on the following pages, is intended to present the

pertinent parameters which characterize hydraulic performance and to list

the measurements required in evaluating such parameters for the components

of a waterjet system.

Table 1 should be used as a testing guide. Straightforward per-

formance evaluations (study Type 1) on prototype craft may require only a

limited number of measurements such as ship speed, payload, shaft horse-

power, and fuel consumption. On the other hand, performance evaluations

aimed at the achievement of high performance designs (study Type 2) will

require the acquisition of most of the measurements and parameters listed

in Table 1. In most cases, such measurements can be made while testing

components or systems either as prototypes or scale models. In general,

experimental data are more difficult to obtain in dynamic testing than in

static testing. However, all of the suggested data have been obtained

successfully in tests of prototypes and models of waterjet-propelled craft.

These include photographic data on cavitation phenomena at the hull inlet.

The use of an accurately measured jet velocity for calculation of

waterJet thrust from measurements of the system mass flow rate is, in

general, a satisfactory means for obtaining thrust. The additional meas-

urement, during trials, of the propulsor reaction thrust by means of, for

example, pump support load cells is helpful in cases where very precise

performance determination is required. Assurance that the direction of

the jet reaction is collinear with the path of the boat is sometimes in

question. In addition, it should be kept in mind that waterjet thrust-

will generally have to exceed towed hull drag by an amount equal to the

additional drag induced by the propulsion system flow.

Model Testing

The principle of model testing is based on the prediction of pro-

totype performance from models by judicious application of various scaling

parameters. The previous sections on pumps, inlets, and ducting contain

the development of the scaling parameters which should be considered in
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the evaluation of each component when mocA!• In some cases, it is not

possible to simultaneously maintain equivALence of all the scaling coeffi-

cients which might be applicable to a particular component.

Pump models should be tested at the specific speed NS, suction

specific speed S, and Thoma cavitation number at of the prototype to assure

that dynamic similitude at corresponding points in the model and full-scale

flows is achieved. However, experience in pump testing indicates that

scale effects can produce significant correlation problems if the physical

size of a model is very small relative to the prototype. 3 3

Model testing of inlets can be satisfactorily accomplished by con-

sidering one or more scaling parameters, depending on the design and appli-

cation for the inlet. The full-scale boundary layer existing at the inlet

should be modelled when definitive model experiments are conducted. It is

shown in Appendix B that similarity of the pressure coefficient and thus

the cavitation number at all points of the inlet flow will require Froude

scaling in addition to maintaining the cavitation number of the prototype.

This is important when the vertical dimension of the inlet is large rela-

tive to the depth of submergence or dynamic head, or when it is desired to

scale the pressure gradient in a diffusing inlet. The internal inlet flow

depends primarily on testing above a critical Reynolds number. In internal

flow, it is apparent that the duct wall frictional stress To is dependent

on Reynolds number and relative pipe roughness coefficient (e/d).

Eventually, complete systems or subsystems must be built and tested.

Sometimes, components such as the inlet and the supply ducting are tested

alone1 9 ' 2 2 , and in other cases the entire waterjet system is performance

tested in an open-sea test boat. Reference 22 by Lockheed presents results

of inlet and ducting performance measured on one-tenth scale models of sub-

cavitating and supercavitating hydrofoil boat strut ram induction systems

tested in LU MF basin. Indications are that the inlet and turning losses

are high relative to duct losses for this type of ingestion system. Refer-

ence 19 by Boeing describes cavitation inlet testing on one-half scale-

model ram-induction systems on the hydrofoil test craft LITTLE SQUIRT.

Ducting losses are included in these measurements. Extensive instrumenta-

tion must be installed in the ducting system to separate the various losses

produced by the inlet, the diffuser, the pump, and the other components of
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the system.

T. iting a Waterjet System

There are a number of alternate methods of performance testing a

complete waterjet propulsor, which vary in technique and scope. In addi-

tion to the criterion of study type mentioned above, choice of methods

depends on the answers to such questions as what performance criteria are

desired, how large the hull is, what power range the pump operates in, and,

as in most endeavors, time and economics available to a particular propul-

sion system development. Perhaps the first choice to be made is that of

deciding to test a model rather than the prototype hull installation. In

general, model testing allows closer control of test conditions but re-

quires that proper scaling procedures be implemented. Modelling is often

undesirable if the prototype system is itself small in size and power, and

involved in low budget development programs. But zonsiderable model test-

ing should be performed in cases where the propulsion system is relativdly

large and must meet stringent requirements of performance as in important

military craft applications.

For really definitive propulsion performance determination, resist-

ance and propulsion tests must be run separately. In general, this re-

quires some type of towing tank facility.3 A normal resistance test should

be conducted without appendages called for by the propulsion system at

various trim angles, corresponding to the anticipated propelled trim. A

second resistance test aimed at establishing the static effects of the

waterJet hull openings on drag could be run with all propulsion system

appendages in place, but with the propeller or impeller not rotating,

repeating the trim angles of the first test. Finally, a propulsion test

should be run to ascertain the overall effective trim and resistance which

the craft experiences under the action of all drag and lift forces pro-

duced by the hull, the propulsion system, and the interaction of these

forces. Testing should include effects of turning and sideslip on water-

jet performance. In the case of small planing boats, it is possible to

test the prototype craft in a towing basin over the actual range of design

speeds. From the standpoint of achieving an ideal propulsion analysis,
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this type of testing involving the prototype craft is ideal if all per-

tinent parameters are measured. However, the self-propulsion testing of

a waterjet prototype craft in open-sea conditions (which is the case for

a great percentage of actual installed waeerjet performance determina-

tion) 3 ' 1 4 ' 1 6 ' 1 7 usually does not furnish sufficient information, mainly

because it is difficult to separate resistance and propulsion forces.

It should be realized that it is much more difficult to obtain detailed

performance data on waterjet systems than on propeller systems since the

required appendages can be removed easily in the latter case. Further,

the conducting of bare hull resistance tests and the determination of the

propulsor thrust add to these difficulties. As stated earlier in the

section on efficiency, if the goal is to compare propulsion efficiencies

of two different propulsors, a comparison of shp's should suffice.

Some difficulty exists when attempts are made to separate dynamic

testing of the propulsor and hull. Testing complexities will vary depend-

ing on whether a test is being conducted to predict the overall performance

of a waterjet-propelled model which is free to pitch and heave or to charac-

terize the propulsor performance, in which case the hull (or portion of

the hull) is restrained in trim and heave. From the section on efficiency,

it was concluded that a definitive performance criterion, te , is:
Spwaterjet

Dwaterjet PUMP x '1 yttx (l-t) X10]

T IT (l-t)

Any good prediction of the performance must include a reasonable estimate

of (l-t). References 3, 4, 14, 19, and 21 through 26,which contain per-

formance data, include calculations of 1 T but not

The experimental work which has been done, as listed in Table 2, in-

cludes the hull-inlet subsystem which has been investigated by the Lathors

of References 3, 19, and 22. Actual prototype craft installations have

been tested and the results reported in References 3, 14, 16, and 17, all
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of which contain static and dynamic test results, except Reference 3 which

contains only dynamic results. Reference 18 presents an example of test-

ing a unit in a stationary condition in a flow channel. The boat tests

reported in References 14, 16, and 17 are relatively complete in the meas-

urement of dynamic waterJet performance.

Experimental Procedures

The following are examples of methods of determining hydrodynamic

propulsion performance characteristics of installed waterjet systems,

listed along with the type of study for which the procedure is applicable.

1. Design. Test a waterjet-propelled hull mcdel having both hull and

internal pumping system scaled to the same linear ratio. This procedure

is often impractical because of the expense in complete modelling of pumps.

In addition, although scaling hull speed by Froude number and machinery

speed by specific speed are compatible as far as producing the proper

scaled internal-flow velocity, the range of model ducting Reynolds number

will be lower than full scale and must be maintained above 1 x 105 (based

on pipe diameter) in order to keep the model internal-flow pressure drop

reasonable.

2. Design. Test a hull model having the proper external propulsion

system characteristics of the inlet. This procedure is recommended for

propulsion tests of the hull inlet/diffuser component. It requires the

use of a "sucker" pump which establishes the correct scaled flow velocity

at the waterJet inlet and means to maintain the full-scale cavitation

number as well as to simulate the full-scale boundary layer. LITTLE

SQUIRT 1 9 tests and tests of the hydrofoil craft-type inlets in the LUM

facility utilized this technique.

3. Design. Test a prototype craft at full-scale speeds in a towing

tank and measure towed and propelled performance separately. This method

has the advantage of alleviating scaling problems. However, for most

testing tanks, it is limited to boat hulls no greater than about 20 feet

in length and 8- to 9-foot beam, and to waterjet-system horsepowers of

about 200 to 300.
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S�4. Design or Research. Test a prototype waterjet propulsion system

mounted on a "mockup" of a portion of the prototype hull which is fixed

in trim and heave. Such a test could be run in a towing basin or a ci:-

culating free-surface channel. An example of the latter is reported in

Reference 18. This procedure requires that the hull-inlet flow conditions

be known and simulated on the "mockup."*

5. Performance. Test a prototype installation in open sea and measure

PS and PT (by jet flow). Most of the published data available in this

study pertaining to installed propulsion performance were acquired by this

method. It is the cheapest and easiest test procedure. Advantages in-

clude the fact that there are no scaling problems; disadvantages are that

there is less control of weather and test conditions, and it is not pos-

sible to separate resistance and propulsion forces from these measurements.

. Hence it is more difficult to improve performance.

6. Performance or Design. Test a prototype craft in open-sea condi-

tions and measure thrust reaction and inlet drag, in addition to the other

usual pertinent quantities. This approach would provide significantly

more data for determining 1D than would Method 5. (See References 16 and

17.)

7. Performance. Test a prototype system or component on a hull on

which auxiliary propulsors such as engine/propellers or aircraft deck-

mounted jet engines can very effectively be used to help propel the hull

so that the water pump can be tested at various combinations of thrust

and ship speed. This provides performance data on the pump or inlet of

a general nature with less dependence on the hull than for a fixed thrust/

speed characteristic test setup.

*A very important consideration is involved in testing waterjet inges-

tion systems in hull models or mockups mounted stationary in flow channels.
Unless the transverse hull dimension is small compared to channel width,
it is doubtf,:l that meaningful magnitudes of the added hull drag from
interaction of the induced flow by the waterjet system will be obtained.
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in summary, the significant points of this section are:

Sd•I~ testing or testing of waterjet propulsion system components

'• vavitation or other specialized facilities becomes feasible during

preliminary design of systems requiring high efficiency.

2. Modelling of entire installed waterjet propulsion systems is made

difficult, or impossible, if requirements include scaling of Froude,

cavitation, and Reynolds numbers simultaneously.

3. The inlet and critical hull section can be model tested independent

of the rest of the waterjet propulsion system if an auxiliary "sucker"

pump is used.

4. If Froude and cavitation numbers are maintained, proper C p dis-

tribution of the model inlet and diffuser will result.

5. Interaz flow scaling should entail holding C p and Reynolds numbers

simultaneously for scaling pressure and viscous forces.

6. Shear stress scaling depends on the Reynolds number and relative

roughness (e/d) effectr on the dynamic pressure (ý pV 2 ).

7. For installed waterjet propulsion systems, a definitive test of

performance requires separation of resistance and propulsion forces.

8. A waterJet propulsion system may create a more significant overall

effect on hull performance than does a more conventional propulsor. Thus

resistance measured in nonpropelled drag tests is less indicative of the

actual dynamic resistance which the hull experiences in the self-propelled

mode for a waterjet propulsor.

9. Experimenters might be encouraged to attempt full-scale testing in

order to alleviate the problems of modelling. However, full-scale testing

provides significant measurement difficulties such as separating resistance

and propulsion factors.

10. A type of "open-water" propulsion test for a waterjet propulsor

could be run with a suitable hull simulation inlet. It requires testing

a prototype waterjet over a range of trims, boat speeds, inlet velocity

ratios, and yaw conditions in order to provide adequate performance data
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from which extrapolation can be made when actual hull dynamic charact-r-

istics become known.

11. Several waterjet test stands have been specifically built for

testing , complete propulsor under simulated inflow conditions, prior to

dynamic testing.

GENERAL AND FEASIBILITY LITERATURE SURVEY

A large portion of the existing waterjet propulsion literature deals

with general considerations of and feasibility studies for the application

of waterjet systems to various types of marine craft. kt the same time,

considerable emphasis in the area of military ship and boat designs has

recently been placed on feasibility studies which attempt to consider all

significant engineering aspects of a design, integrally with the intended

mission of the craft. As in many associated areas of technology, it is

obvious that the availability of high-speed computers has encouraged de-

signers and planners to conduct more studies of this type. Certainly,

feasibility studies which consider mission, structures, propulsion, etc.

are necessary at some point in the technological development process.

Consequently, without well thought-out sound scientific-type feasibility

considerations for specific applications, the full effectiveness of the

waterjet propulsor cannot be realized.

The waterjet propulsion system is a special-purpose propulsor which

is probably superior to other types for some specific applications, but,

with the passing of time, "tradeoff" analyses become more critical to good

system application. Thus the reports and papers on waterjet propulsion

dealing with application feasibility studies are worthwhile, but:

1. Systematic theoretical and experimental work now needs to be done

on system design and performance evaluation.

2. Feasibility and general studies need factual, verified scientific

evidence for performance factors such as loss coefficients, efficiencies

of systems, etc.

Indeed, in a final analysis, a system may or may not be "feasible" for a
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particular application depending on the actual system efficiency, and it

is unlikely that this can be determined by "guess work." Some of the

papers are inherently limited in value since they contain unproven overly

optimistic or overly pessimistic performance coefficients, however,

practically every reference makes some contribution to the technology.

References 22, 23, 24, and 61 relate to studies of feasibility of apply-

ing waterjet propulsion to certain mission craft. A much larger number of

the references were found to contain information on general considerations

for application of waterjet propulsion to various types of craft. These

reports include References 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 50,

58, and 60 through 67. A brief summary of each of these reports is con-

tained in the annotated bibliography list at the end of the paper..

CONCLUSIONS

In the Introduction, a statement of the scope of this report in-

cluded:

1. A critical survey of the pertinent technical literature with em-

phasis on the significant problems known to exiqt.

2. A discussion of theoretical and experimental techniques required

for the determination of performance of components and complete waterJet

systems.

3. A review of the state of the art regarding the knowns and unknowns

of waterjet performance. Recommendations for the use of parformance

parameters and techniques for evaluating performance.

4. An annotated bibliography of the reference material pertinent to

the technology of waterjet propulsion.

Certain conclusions drawn from the survey, wh!ch pertain directly

to the above goals, are set forth below:

1. Waterjet propulsors are a special type of marine propulsive device.

They possess certain advantages over conventional propellers, including

the elimination of underwater appendages, the elimination of complex
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right-angle tranqmission systems in certain craft, and, in general, a

freer choice of propulsor location.

2. The disadvantages of watcrjzts as compared to conventional propel-

lers include generally higher weight, more horsepower to perform a partic-

ular powering function, and, by nature of the hull inlet, they provide an

additional area of potential cavitation problems.

3. Hydrodynamic performance of waterjet-propelled craft should be based

on determination of propulsive efficiency T),, which is defined as

PE RV
-D PD pump X jet X •system 'Y 1hull/inlet

where

1 hull/inlet (l-t) R

4. Precise determination of 7D is difficult and is not necessary for

comparing hydrodynamic performance of two or more competitive propulsors

on the same hull, in which case shaft horsepowers PS should be compared.

However, high TID becomes critical in designs wherein the ratio of fuel

weight to gross weight is high, as in long-range ocean vehicles.

5. Momentum theory has beer. used to show that high ideal j'... effi-

ciency requires a low ratio of jet velocity to craft velocity as well ns

low system (inlet and ducting) losp,'s. The calculation of teal jet system

efficiency by simile momentum theory is not an accurate apprcýach to the

determination of system performance.

6. Certain miscorceptio-s pertaining to various eff4 ciencies have been

noted in the literature which tend to confuse proper performance compari-RV

sons. These include the mtsuse of propulsive efficiency (1 E ) with
( D P

thrust efficiency ( •TIT S) as well as of pump efficiency ( pumpwith

propeller efficiency (7p). A-tually, 7P " pum', I •jet"
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7. As in the field of propeller technology, the ch"'e of performance

measurements and parameters tends to depend greatly an the relative ease

with which these terms can be obtained. It is recomended that good water-

jet parameters include dimensionless: flow coefficient 0, head coefficient

KH, torque coefficient Kq, specific speed o- shape number N n l,

suction specific speed SSdimensionless, and for the pumps, Thom= cavita-

tion number at-

8. The design of specialized waterjet propulsion pumps is needed tc

provide pumps which convert the mechanical energy of the prime mover

directly to kinetic energy with little increase of potential energy, as

is found in conventional civil engineering pumps. Considerable efforts

are being made to develop waterjet pumps with rocket-inducer impellers due

to the comparable range of cavitation numbers required of pumps for- these

two app_1cations.

9. Considerable research is urgently needed la the area of waterjet

inlet technology. This need focuses on the requirement for hard (experi-

mental) data for flush inlets of the planing %t t1pe and semi-flush/ram

inlets designed for high-speed CAB ship% otlh Ata tz tmlude effects of

yaw and sideslip on inlet lit fill

1 0. Good inlet design encompasses: provtding .L aivq~toto flow, having

low internal loss coupled with Inw hull drag, &"4 havint ki~I resistance

to cavitation. inlets for craft which p'lane u an lLt~i lisplacement

condition must perform satisfactorily at tals'~ ,h'tir'twhich internal

lip cavitation is likely and at htjh-*p.vd cruise at which external lip

cavitation can cause high drag. Tow *ee if variable geometry inlets .%ay

alleviate the design problem.

11. Although certain craft application designs necessitate extensive

water ducting for systems requiring high overall efficiency, careful

considerationi must be given to minimization of ducting. Considerable

published empirical data will aid in this respect in preliminary design.

12. The determination of waterjet performance of a jet-propelled huil

requires special consideration. A waterjet may create a more significant

eflect on hull performance than does a propeller.. As in the case of
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conventional propulsion, a definitive performance evaluation (breaking

down losses, etc.) necessitates the separation of resistance and propul-

sion forces. Depending or the size and power range of a particular craft,

definitive evaluation may be accomplished by model-scale or full-scale

testing.

13. It is felt that satisfactory modelling of the hull inlet-diffuser

subsystem can be achieved if a suitable auxiliary suction pump is used to

provide internal inlet suction. This pump should be operated to provide a

flow rate Q = AjVj where A. /A = l/X and V . /V I .imodel 4 prototype ijm/ p

14. A type of "open-water" propulsion test of a waterjet propulsion

system could be run with a suitable hull simulation inlet. It requires

running over a range of trims, boat speeds, inlet velocity ratios, and

yaw conditions in order to provide adequate performance data from which

extrapolations can be made when hull dynamic characteristics become known.

15. Several commercial wateriet propulsion test stands have been spe-

cifically built for testing a complete propulsor under variable simulated

inflow conditions, prior to dynamic testing.

Two basic shortcomings were found to prevail within the existing

waterjet literature. First, a lack of experimental data and synthesized

design methods was noted and, second, a number of design parameters were

found to be loosely defined. Suitable progress in the improvement of

waterjet propulsion performance will require extensive re- irch and devel-

opment work in the areas of propulsion system and hull design. This work

should be built upon the proper use of performance parameters and evalua-

tion techniques. It is hoped that the attempt made here to survey the

state of the art will provide some guidance to workers in the field of

technology of waterjet propulsion.
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58. Delao, M.M., "Practical Consideration of Waterjet Propulsion,"

Buehler Corporation, SAE Vancouver No. 650630 (Aug 1965).
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59. Contractor, D., "CAB Inlet Layout Study," Hydronautics TR 656-1

(Sep 1966).

Conceptual design layout to optimize ducting for a large CAB
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Hydrofoils," Pratt-Whitney Report GP-64-126 (Jan 1965).
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61. Doyle, J.P. (Gibbs and Cox), "Study of Propulsion Transmission Sys-

tem for 500-Ton, 80-Knot Hydrofoil," Report M-62-19 (Nov 1962).
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shafts.

62. Arcand, L., "Waterjet Propulsion of Small Craft," Pratt-Whitney
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Spring 1966.
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Symposium No. 2G, SNAME, Seattle (May 1965).
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Symposium No. 2A, SNAME, Seattle (May 1965).
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68. "Hydrojets Are Here to Stay," Rivers and Harbors (Feb 1961).
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Great Lakes Chapter, Society of Small Craft Designers (Jun 1963).
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